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Abstract
We apply a robust steady state optimization method for stiff delay differential equa-
tions to the economic optimization of a fluidized catalytic cracking unit. Stiff sys-
tems of differential equations appear in this case due to the different time scales 
in the gas and fluid phase. Delays result from the catalyst hold-ups in the stand-
pipes connecting riser and regenerator. We show that the proposed robust optimiza-
tion method can cope with stiffness and delays. Moreover, the proposed method is 
capable of simultaneously optimizing the process parameters and tuning controller 
parameters.

1 Introduction

Fluidized catalytic cracking (FCC) increases the gasoline yield and therefore it is 
one of the key technologies in crude oil processing. The process of fluidized cata-
lytic cracking breaks up the fractions of heavy hydrocarbons into lighter and more 
valuable molecules. The cracking process is dominated by a catalytic reaction taking 
place at the surface of a solid catalyst which is used in a powder form to achieve a 
large active surface. If the cracking reaction takes place under plug flow conditions, 
the contact time of feedstock and catalyst can be controlled well. Excess carbon 
accumulates on the catalyst surface as coke, deactivating it by time. Used catalyst 
is led into the regenerator, where air provides oxygen to burn off the coke and keeps 
the catalyst fluidized. The regenerated catalyst is then ready for use in the cracking 
process.

FCC process dynamics can exhibit state multiplicity (Arbel et al. 1995; Pin-
heiro et al. 2012), which is attended by the existence of fold bifurcations (Elna-
shaie et  al. 1995). Hopf bifurcations also occur in FCC under certain condi-
tions (Alhumaizi and Elnashaie 1997; Elnashaie et  al. 1995). The presence of 
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bifurcations complicates steady-state optimizations because an apparently opti-
mal steady state may turn out to lie on an unstable solution branch of the steady-
state manifold. Such an optimization result cannot be implemented on a real 
plant without further measures for stabilization. There exist, however, optimiza-
tion methods that enforce stability at the optimal steady state.

Stability of a steady state can be achieved in an optimization by penalizing 
the largest eigenvalue real part (Vanbiervliet et  al. 2008) or its expected value 
(Fenzi and Michiels 2017). In combination with an economic profit function 
to be maximized, such a treatment of stability will result in a multi-objective 
optimization, calling for Pareto optimization or a weighting of the optimization 
objectives.

Alternatively, stability requirements can be enforced with constraints instead 
of with the cost function. So-called normal vector methods have been success-
fully applied to various optimization problem types and processes, e. g., to the 
reaction section of a HDA process (Mönnigmann and Marquardt 2005), a CSTR 
with recycling delay (Kastsian and Mönnigmann 2013) and to finding optimal 
and robustly stable limit cycles of chemical reactions (Kastsian and Mönnig-
mann 2014). Applications aiming for the robust satisfaction of other criteria like 
robustly limiting overshooting (Gerhard et  al. 2008) or robust synchronization 
of subsystems are also possible (Otten et al. 2018). Normal vector methods can 
also be used for an automated controller tuning of closed-loop nonlinear systems 
(Hahn et al. 2008).

The following two aspects render the application of normal vector methods 
to fluid catalyzed cracking challenging: Firstly, in a fluidized cracking unit, the 
standpipes connecting regenerator and riser have to hold up a sufficient amount 
of catalyst to seal off the oxygenated atmosphere of the regenerator and the oxy-
gen-free atmosphere within the riser. This hold-up is known to cause a transport 
delay which is often neglected in dynamical models (Han and Chung 2001a) for 
simplicity. Secondly, the typical FCC process model is based on the assumption 
of fast gas dynamics which justifies the use of algebraic equations instead of dif-
ferential equations. This results in differential algebraic equations (DAEs) (Ali 
et al. 1997). If the gas dynamics are instead modeled with differential equations, 
the different time scales result in a system of stiff differential equations. If delays 
must be taken into account, a system of delay differential algebraic equations 
or a system of stiff delay differential equations must be treated. The numerical 
treatment of these classes is still subject to research. Specialized numerical inte-
grators, which are necessary to run simulations of the FCC model treated here, 
have been developed only recently (DelayDiffEq.jl; Rackauckas and Nie 2017).

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces a dynamical model 
of a fluidized catalytic cracker. A system of delay differential equations results 
that are stiff due to different time scales of gas phase and solid phase processes. 
The steady-state optimization problem is presented in Sect. 3 to motivate con-
straints guaranteeing robust stability. A suitable method to achieve robust sta-
bility is introduced in Sect. 4 and applied to find an optimal steady state of the 
FCC. A summary and conclusions are stated in Sect. 6.
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2  Modeling

The model is based on a model proposed by Ali and Rohani (1997). It focuses on the 
components in which reactions take place, i.  e., the riser and the regenerator. Their 
properties are sketched in the following sections.

2.1  Riser

Plug fow is beneficial for the cracking reaction (Shaikh et al. 2008). Modeling a plug 
flow results in a partial differential equation. The classical approach to analyzing FCC 
dynamics is to assume the plug flow reactor dynamics fast enough compared to the 
regenerator dynamics to justify a steady state assumption (Ali and Rohani 1997; Ali 
et al. 1997; Arbel et al. 1995; Shaikh et al. 2008). This eliminates the time derivatives 
and reduces the partial differential equation for the plug flow reactor to a spatial ordi-
nary differential equation. Alternatively, the underlying PDE can be discretized spa-
tially (Secchi et  al. 2001), thus retaining the plug flow reactor dynamics. The latter 
approach is used here, where a uniform mesh of L = 15 discrete points is used, which 
corresponds to approximating the plug flow reactor by a sequence of 15 CSTRs.

The reactions taking place in the riser (and therefore in each CSTR) are modeled by 
four-lump models, in which the different types of hydrocarbons are divided into four 
classes: the gas oil A is converted into gasoline B, coke C and light hydrocarbons D. 
Gasoline is the desired product, coke and light hydrocarbons are byproducts. Gasoline 
is converted to light hydrocarbons and coke in an undesired side reaction. The differen-
tial equations at the discrete point i read 

(1a)

ẏA,l = −
FgR

ARis 𝜖gR 𝜌gR URis

1

h
(yA,l − yA,l−1) −

ΦlLRis

URis

(kAB,l + kAC,l + kAD,l) y
2
A,l

,

(1b)ẏB,l = −
FgR

ARis 𝜖gR 𝜌gR URis

1

h
(yB,l − yB,l−1) −

ΦlLRis

URis

(kBC,l yB,l − kAB,l y
2
A,l
) ,

(1c)ẏC,l = −
FgR

ARis 𝜖gR 𝜌gR URis

1

h
(yC,l − yC,l−1) +

ΦlLRis

URis

(kBC,l yB,l + kAC,l y
2
A,l
) ,

(1d)ẏD,l = −
FgR

ARis 𝜖gR 𝜌gR URis

1

h
(yD,l − yD,l−1) +

ΦlLRis

URis

(kBD,l yB,l + kAD,l y
2
A,l
) ,
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where yAl
 , yBl

 , yCl
 and yDl

 describe the concentrations of each lump at the location l 
scaled to the gas oil concentration at the riser bottom ( yA0

 ). TRis,l is the temperature at 
this point and Φl is the catalyst activity scaled to the activity at the riser bottom ( Φ0 ). 
All constants and yA,0 , yB,0 , yC,0 , yD,0 , TRis,0 and Φ0 , which are necessary to consider 
the boundary condition at l = 1 , are listed in Tables 5, 6 and 7 in “Appendix A”.

At each discrete point, nx,Ris,l = 6 states are taken into account, which results in 
nx,Ris = 90 states to describe the whole riser.

2.2  Regenerator

It is assumed in the regenerator model that nearly all of the catalyst is located at the 
lower part of the vessel (Ali and Rohani 1997). Three phases must be considered: A 
solid phase of catalyst particles, a gaseous emulsion of the gases surrounding the parti-
cles which keep the catalyst fluidized, and a gaseous bubble phase, consisting of excess 
gas traveling upwards through the catalyst bed.

The solid phase and the bubble phase can only interact via the emulsion phase. The 
emulsion phase is well-mixed due to the turbulent character of fluidization. Conse-
quently, a CSTR model suffices.

The interaction of the bubble and emulsion phase is very fast compared to the inter-
action of solid phase and emulsion phase (Ali and Rohani 1997). The bubble phase is 
therefore assumed to be at equilibrium with the emulsion phase at all times. Hence, the 
plug-flow dynamics in the bubble phase can be explicitly solved and substituted into 
the emulsion phase equations. The resulting differential equations read 

(1e)

ṪRis,l = −
Fs cps + FgR cprG

ARis(1 − 𝜖gR) 𝜌gR URis

1

h
(TRis,l − TRis,l−1) −

c

h
(TRis,l − Tout)

+
Φl𝜖gR 𝜌gR LRis

(1 − 𝜖gR)𝜌s cps URistref
((ΔHABkAB,l + ΔHACkAC,l + ΔHADkAD,l) y

2
A,l

+ (ΔHBCkBC,l + ΔHBDkBD,l) yB,l) ,

(1f)Φ̇l = −
FgR

ARis 𝜖gR 𝜌gR URis

1

h
(Φl − Φl−1) − 𝛼lΦl ,

(2a)Ẇcg = Fs(Wcr −Wcg) −
𝜌bAGLG

MSG

(1 − 𝜖bG)kcWcgyO2
CO2f

,

(2b)
ẏO2

= AG

(
Umf + (UReg − Umf)

1 − exp(−𝛼I)

(LGAG𝜖dG)

)
(yO2f

− yO2
)

−
(1 − 𝜖dG)𝜌b

𝜖dG

(
0.5k�

COd
yCO y0.5

O2
+

k���
C

MWc

WcgyO2

)
,
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where Wcg describes the coke mass per catalyst mass, TReg describes the regenera-
tor temperature and yO2

 , yCO and yCO2
 describe the concentration of oxygen, carbon 

monoxide and carbon dioxide scaled to the oxygen concentration in fresh air feed, 
respectively.

This submodel contributes nx,Reg = 5 states to the FCC model (cf. Table 1).

2.2.1  Delays

Standpipes filled with catalyst separate the oxygen-rich atmosphere in the regenera-
tor from the flammable hot hydrocarbon atmosphere in the riser. This inflicts trans-
port delays on the dynamics, as the heat energy and coke-bearing catalyst have to 
pass a standpipe when transferred from the riser to the regenerator ( �1 ) and vice 
versa ( �2 ). This transport delay lies in the magnitude of seconds and depends on the 
geometry of the FCC (Han and Chung 2001a).

The numerical values of the delays given in Table 7 correspond to assumed stand-
pipe lengths of 8 to 10m and a diameter of 0.14m . The coke-bearing catalyst from 
the riser top enters the regenerator with a delay �1 which affects Wcr and TTop . The 
regenerated catalyst enters the riser with a delay �2 , which affects TRis,0.

2.3  Control structure

Controller parameters are tuned by the normal vector based steady-state optimization. 
The controller structure must be chosen in advance, however. Alhumaizi and Elnashaie 
(1997) compared six control structures, of which the following is suited best to influ-
ence the occurrence of bifurcations and it offers flexibility in the handling of different 

(2c)

ẏCO = AG

(
Umf + (UReg − Umf)

1 − exp(−𝛼I)

LGAG𝜖dG

)
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−
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𝜖dG

(
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COd

yCO y0.5
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−
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C
WcgyO2

MWc

)
,

(2d)
ẏCO2

= AG

(
Umf + (UReg − Umf)

1 − exp(−𝛼I)

LGAG𝜖dG

)
(yCO2f

− yCO2
)

+
(1 − 𝜖dG)𝜌b

𝜖dG

(
0.5k�

COd
yCOy

0.5
O2

+
k��
C

MWc
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)
,

(2e)

ṪReg = AG

(
Umf + (UReg − Umf)

(exp(−𝛼H) − 1)𝜌gGcpgG)

MSGcps

)
(Tair − TReg)

+
Fs

MSGcps
(TTop − TReg) − c(TReg − Tout)

+
𝜌bAGLG(1 − 𝜖bG)CO2f
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(
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MWc
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0.5
O2
ΔHRcod
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,
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feedstock (Arbel et al. 1997). The air feed temperature Tair is manipulated to control the 
regenerator temperature, while the catalyst circulation Fs rate is manipulated to control 
the riser temperature, 

 For nonzero controller gains, the offsets Tair,0 and Fs,0 can be omitted by substituting 
T̂reg,SP = Treg,SP −

Tair,0

KReg

 and T̂Ris,SP = TRis,SP −
Fs,0

KRis

 , respectively.

2.3.1  Combined model

The process is shown in Fig. 1. It includes the delays and controllers described above.
We denote the delay differential equations that result from combining (1), (2) and 

(3) as

for brevity. Because of the delays discussed in Sect. 2.2.1 these equations not only 
depend on the state variables x(t) at the current time t, but also on x(t − �1) and 
x(t − �2) . Assume, for example, the catalyst requires a time �1 to pass the standpipe 

(3a)Tair = KReg(T̂Reg,SP − TReg) + Tair,0 ,

(3b)Fs = KRis(T̂Ris,SP − TRis) + Fs,0.

(4)ẋ(t) = f (x(t), x(t − 𝜏1), x(t − 𝜏2), 𝛼, p)

Fig. 1  States and parameters of the FCC with its controllers. The parameters shown are optimization var-
iables. Parameters not listed here are constant during the optimization. They are given in “Appendix A”
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when being transported from the riser to the regenerator. The catalyst feed tempera-
ture at the regenerator ( TTop , see (2e)) then only assumes the riser exit temperature 
TRis,L after this delay �1 . This results in the relation TTop(t) = TRis,L(t − �1) , which 
implies both the state variable TRis,L(t) and TRis,L(t − �1) appear in (4). Similarly, the 
delay �2 explained in Sect. 2.2.1 introduces a dependency on x(t − �2) in  (4). The 
system of delay differential equations  (4) consists of nx = 95 state variables x(t) 
and has seven parameters, which are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Param-
eters that are and are not subject to uncertainty are denoted by � and p, respectively. 
We assume all but the controller parameters to be subject to uncertainty ( � ∈ ℝ

n� , 
n� = 5 , p ∈ ℝ

np , np = 2 , cf. Table 2).
The uncertainties are assumed to originate from measurement uncertainties. 

However, the uncertainties of the temperature setpoints require an explanation. They 
represent the uncertainties of the temperature measurements,

An initial analysis of this model reveals that, for some parameter combinations, 
multiple steady states exist. This state multiplicity is visualized in Fig.  2. This 

Ki((Ti ± ΔTi) − Ti,SP) = Ki(Ti − (Ti,SP ∓ ΔTi)).

Table 1  FCC model states Symbol State Unit

Wcg Coke mass fraction in regenerator kg coke

kg catalyst

yO2
Oxygen concentration in regenerator 1

yCO Carbon monoxide concentration in regenerator 1
yCO2

Carbon dioxide concentration in regenerator 1
TReg Regenerator temperature K
yA,l Gas oil concentration at segment l 1
yB,l Gasoline at segment l 1
yC,l Coke at segment l 1
yD,l Light hydrocarbon concentration at segment l 1
TRis,l Riser temperature at segment l K
Φl Catalyst activity at segment l 1

Table 2  FCC optimization parameters

Symbol State Unit Feasible interval Uncertainty

Fair Mass flow of air feed kg/s [0, 30] ±2 kg∕s

FgR Mass flow of gas oil feed kg/s [0, 30] ±2 kg∕s

TgR Temperature of gas oil feed K [300, 600] ±20K

TReg,SP Regenerator temperature setpoint K [300, 2500] ±20K

TRis,SP Riser temperature setpoint K [300, 2500] ±20K

KReg Regenerator temperature controller gain 1 (−∞,+∞) 0
KRis Riser temperature controller gain kg∕(sK) (−∞,+∞) 0
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renders the optimization more difficult, as the state multiplicity also implies the 
presence of unstable steady states.

3  Optimization problem statement

We optimize the FCC with respect to the profit function

where the prices PA , PB and PD of gas oil, gasoline and light hydrocarbons, respec-
tively, are given in Table 3. The quantities yA,L , yB,L and yD,L are the gas oil concen-
tration, gasoline concentration and light hydrocarbon concentration, respectively, at 
the riser top. FgR is, as stated in Table 2, the gas oil feed.

(5)� = (PB yB,L + PD yD,L − PA(1 − yA,L))FgR ,

(a) (b)

Fig. 2  Three steady states exist for typical gas oil feed rates (e.  g., FgR = 19.95 kg∕s at TgR = 494K ). 
When multiplicity occurs, steady states with the lowest and highest temperatures are stable (solid 
lines), while the middle one is unstable (dashed lines). The remaining parameters are Fair = 16 kg∕s , 
TReg,SP = 1000K , TRis,SP = 850K , KReg = 1 and KRis = 1 . a Regenerator temperature TReg at steady states 
for various gas oil feeds FgR. The isola causing multiple steady states only exists for a range of gas oil 
feeds. b Regenerator temperature TReg at steady states for various gas oil feed temperatures TgR. Gas oil 
feed temperature axis extends to beyond usual process conditions; shown for completeness only

Table 3  Given prices for gas oil and gasoline are based on stock market prices, converted to $∕ton and 
rounded to 10$ . The price for light hydrocarbons is chosen to lie between prices of natural gas and gas oil

Symb. Component Price Source

PA Gas oil 300 $∕ton [2]
PB Gasoline 390 $∕ton [3]
PD Light hydrocarbon 220 $∕ton [4]
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Combining the cost function (5) with constraints that enforce a steady state 
results in the optimization problem 

where state variables are as given in Table 1, � = [Fair,FgR, TgR, TReg,SP,TRis,SP]� and 
p = [KReg,KRis]

� . The inequalities (6d) and (6e) are simple bounds on the catalyst 
circulation rate Fs and the air feed temperature Tair . By substituting (3), Fs and Tair 
can be expressed in terms of the remaining variables and parameters.

The solution to this optimization may be unstable, as the stability of the steady 
state is not taken into account in (6). Without any further stabilization effort, such an 
unstable steady state is of little practical use. The cost function value that results for 
(6) will, however, serve as a benchmark for the optimization guaranteeing robust sta-
bility (see Table 4 in Sect. 5). Constraints that ensure robust stability are introduced 
in the next section.

4  Normal vector constraints for robust stability

We introduce the central idea of the normal vector constraints informally first. 
Essentially, these constraints enforce a safe distance to any critical boundary on the 
steady state manifold of the optimized system. The term “critical boundary” may 
refer to any boundary in the space of the parameters � that separates steady states 
with desired dynamical properties from those with undesired dynamical proper-
ties (Mönnigmann and Marquardt 2002). In the present paper, we are interested in 
boundaries that separate stable from unstable steady states. These boundaries con-
sist of fold bifurcation points here.

Figure 3 sketches a manifold of steady states, i.e., any point on the surface rep-
resents a pair x(0) , �(0) such that f (x(0),… , x(0), �(0), p) = 0 for arbitrary but fixed 
parameter values p. The stability properties of such a steady state can be character-
ized with the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix of f (⋅) . Specifically, if all eigenval-
ues of the Jacobian evaluated at x(0) , �(0) have negative real values, the steady state 
is asymptotically stable. If an eigenvalue crosses over into the right half of the com-
plex plane as we move on the steady state manifold, the system becomes unstable. 
The critical boundary can therefore be characterized by the existence of an eigen-
value or a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. We state a 
system of equations G(⋅) = 0 that formalizes this idea in (9) below.

(6a)max
x,�,p

�

(6b)s. t. f (x, x, x, �, p) = 0

(6c)� in feasible intervals stated in Table 2

(6d)2 kg∕s ≤ Fs ≤ 200 kg∕s

(6e)300K ≤ Tair ≤ 2500K ,
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Figure 4 shows the projection of the critical manifold on the parameter space. Sta-
bility can be ensured by enforcing parameter values on the stable side of the critical 
manifold. Robustness can be ensured by staying at a safe distance d from the critical 
manifold, where d must be chosen to account for the parametric uncertainties. More 

Fig. 3  Sketch of a steady state manifold with a critical boundary defined by G(⋅) = 0 . The projection of 
the critical manifold locally separates regions with desired from those with undesired behavior (such as 
stable from unstable steady states)

Fig. 4  The normal vector r connects the parameter vector �(0) and the closest point �(c) on the criti-
cal manifold defined by G(⋅) = 0 . The square represents the uncertainty hypersquare  (7). We assume 
Δ�i = 1 , or equivalently, �̃�i = 𝛼i for all i in the figure
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precisely, let �i ∈ [�
(0)

i
− Δ�i, �

(0)

i
+ Δ�i] represent any of the uncertain parameters 

stated in Table 2. After rescaling according to �̃�i = 𝛼i∕Δ𝛼i the intervals

define a hypersquare, which is sketched for n� = 2 uncertain parameters in Fig. 4. 
Robustness is guaranteed by enforcing the center of this hypersquare to be at a dis-
tance larger than 

√
n�  from the critical boundary (see Fig. 4) along the normal to the 

critical boundary. Formally, this results in the constraint

The normal vector to the critical manifold is denoted by r.
It remains to state the equations G(⋅) = 0 . We need to characterize critical mani-

folds due to fold bifurcations, i.e., single real eigenvalues crossing the imaginary 
axis, because instability results from this case in the fluid catalytic cracker treated 
here. More generally, we treat critical manifolds that are characterized by the exist-
ence of an eigenvalue with real part � ≤ 0 . The case � = 0 corresponds to the fold 
bifurcation. The case 𝜎 < 0 is used to enforce exponential stability with a prescribed 
decay rate � to ensure a sufficiently fast disturbance rejection. We call the critical 
manifold that corresponds to the latter case “modified fold manifold” for brevity.

The equations G(x̃(c), 𝛼(c), p,w) = 0 , which have been abbreviated by G(⋅) = 0 so 
far, read 

where (8a) enforces x̃(c) to be a steady state for the parameters �(c) . Equations (8b) 
ensure an eigenvalue � = � to exist, where w is the corresponding eigenvector and 
the matrices A0 and Ai are the Jacobians of f (x(t), x(t − �1), ..., x(t − �m), �

(c), p) 
with respect to x(t) and x(t − �i) , respectively, evaluated at x(t) = x(t − 𝜏i) = x̃(c) . 
Because (8b) defines the direction of w but not its length, equation (8c) is required.

The system of equations that defines the normal vector r can be derived from (8) 
with a procedure first described in Mönnigmann and Marquardt (2002). We omit 
details of the derivation and only state the resulting system. It reads 

(7)�̃�i ∈ [�̃�
(0)

i
− 1, �̃�

(0)

i
+ 1], i = 1,… , n𝛼

d −
√
n� ≥ 0.

(8a)f (x̃(c), x̃(c),… , x̃(c), 𝛼(c), p) = 0

(8b)�w − A0 w −

m∑

i=1

Ai exp(−��i)w = 0

(8c)w�w − 1 = 0.

(9a)G(x̃(c), 𝛼(c), p,w) = 0

(9b)
[
∇x̃(c) f

� B12 0

0 B22 2w 0

]
𝜅 = 0
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 where

are the transposed Jacobians of (8b) w.r.t. x̃(c) , w and �(c) , respectively. The expres-
sion ∇x̃(c) (w

�A�
i
) is given by

and the expression ∇�(c) (w
�A�

i
) is defined accordingly. Essentially, (9b) and (9c) span 

the normal space to the critical manifold in the combined space of the state var-
iables and parameters and select the particular normal vector that has only com-
ponents in the parameter space. Equation  (9d) is required to normalize r to unit 
length (Mönnigmann and Marquardt 2002; Otten 2020). We abbreviate (9b)–(9d) by 
H(x̃(c), 𝛼(c), 𝜅, r) = 0 or H(⋅) = 0 . All derivatives in (9), (10) and (11) are calculated 
symbolically (Otten and Mönnigmann 2018).

Having defined the normal vector r, the robustness constraints can now be 
stated as 

 We briefly note that optimization with the normal vector constraints need to be ini-
tialized at a, or close to a, feasible point. An algorithm for finding such initial points 
is described in (Otten and Mönnigmann 2016).

(9c)
[
∇�(c) f

� B32 0
]
� − r = 0

(9d)r�r − 1 = 0 ,

(10)

Bfold
12

= −

m∑

i=0

exp(−𝜎𝜏i)∇x̃(c) (w
�A�

i
)

+ 𝜎

m∑

i=0

w�A�
i
exp(−𝜎𝜏i)∇x̃(c)𝜏i ,

Bfold
22

= 𝜎I −

m∑

i=0

A�
i
exp(−𝜎𝜏i) ,

Bfold
32

= −

m∑

i=0

exp(−𝜎𝜏i)∇𝛼(c)(w
�A�

i
)

+ 𝜎

m∑

i=0

(∇𝛼(c)𝜏i)
(
exp(−𝜎𝜏i)w

�
)
A�
i

(11)(∇x̃(c) (w
�A�

i
))𝜇,𝜈 =

n∑

𝜌=1

w𝜌

𝜕2f𝜈

𝜕x𝜇 𝜕x𝜌(t − 𝜏i)

(12a)�(0) − �(c) + d
r

||r||
= 0

(12b)d −
√
n� ≥ 0.
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5  Optimization with robust stability constraints

Extending the optimization problem (6) by the normal vector constraints for robust 
stability results in 

where (13a) to (13e) are equal to (6). The optimization is carried out with respect 
to x(0) , �(0) , p, x(c) , �(c) , w, r, � and d, where Fs and Tair can be removed by substitut-
ing  (3). The optimal state variables and parameters are denoted by x(0) and �(0) to 
distinguish them from the closest critical point x(c) , �(c) . The remaining constraints 
comprise the augmented system G(⋅) = 0 from (8) for the closest critical point x(c) , 
�(c) in (13f), the normal vector system H(⋅) = 0 from (9) that defines r at this critical 
point in (13g), and the distance constraints explained in (12). Optimization problems 
with normal vector constraints like (13) have been solved for systems modeled with 
ordinary differential equations before (Mönnigmann and Marquardt 2002; Mönnig-
mann et al. 2007). The delay differential equations (4) require a different augmented 
system  (8) and normal vector system  (9) that take the exponential function in the 
characteristic equation (8b) into account.

We compare results obtained without stability constraints and results obtained 
with the two stability requirements introduced in Sect. 4. The latter two are obtained 
by solving (13) for two different choices of G(⋅) = 0 , H(⋅) = 0 in (13f), (13g). Spe-
cifically, we first set (13f), (13g) to the systems for fold bifurcation manifolds to 
ensure robust asymptotic stability. In the second case, we set (13f), (13g) to the sys-
tems for modified fold manifolds to guarantee robust exponential stability with a 
prescribed convergence rate to the steady state. We choose the convergence rate to 
correspond to a time constant of 10 min. This corresponds to

(13a)max�

(13b)s. t. f (x(0), x(0), x(0), �(0), p) = 0

(13c)�(0)within feasible intervals

(13d)2 kg∕s ≤ Fs ≤ 200 kg∕s

(13e)300K ≤ Tair ≤ 2500K

(13f)G(x(c), �(c), p,w) = 0

(13g)H(x(c), �(c), p,w, �, r) = 0

(13h)�(0) − �(c) + d
r

||r||
= 0

(13i)d −
√
n� ≥ 0 .
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The case without stability constraints corresponds to solving  (6). It results in an 
unstable point of operation and is treated here for comparison only. The results 
for (6) and the two cases of (13) are listed in Table 4.

Before discussing the optimization results, problem  (13) deserves some com-
ments. We stress that problem (13) guarantees robust dynamic properties, such as 
asymptotic stability or a prescribed disturbance rejection rate in spite of uncertain 
parameters, without involving differential equations in the problem statement and 
solution procedure. By virtue of the normal vector method, the desired dynamic 
properties are achieved by enforcing a parametric distance of the optimal point to the 
closest critical boundary (cf. Fig. 4 and Section 4). This conversion of the dynamic 
problem into an algebraic one is particularly attractive for stiff differential equa-
tions, because a special numerical treatment of separated time scales is no longer 
required. The price to be paid for converting a dynamic problem into an algebraic 
one is the size of the resulting optimization problem (13). Specifically, (13b)–(13e) 
repeat the 95 equality constraints (6b), 14 inequality constraints (6c) and 4 inequal-
ity constraints (6d)–(6e) that already appeared in (6). The constraints (13f)–(13i) are 
392 equality constraints and 1 inequality constraint, respectively, that constitute the 
normal vector constraints for robustness explained in Sect. 4. The number of optimi-
zation variables increases from 102 in (6) (95 state variables and the 7 parameters 
from Table 2) to 496 (additional variables x(c) , �(c) , w, r, � and d). In spite of the 
increased size, however, problem (13) can easily be solved with standard algorithms 
and implementations.1

When comparing the optimization results, a profit reduction caused by sta-
bility requirements can be interpreted as the cost of stability. While an unstable 
point of operation results for  (6) without the normal vector constraints, the profit 

(14)� = −1∕600 s−1.

Table 4  FCC optimization 
results (see Tables 1 and 2 for 
units). The column labeled 
’without’ corresponds to the 
optimization without normal 
vector constraints (6)

Variable Without Asympt. stab. Exp. stab.

Fair 9.5369 9.5128 9.5170
FgR 30 30 30
TgR 357.454 357.325 359.0762
TReg,SP 1018.329 750.567 753.404
TRis,SP 2074.735 301.496 306.955
KReg 126.4722 −  9.6218 − 9.8981
KRis 162.9448 − 366.4153 − 370.1166
Fs 200 200 200
Tair 2436.682 2391.232 2428.307
max(Re{�}) 0.0090 − 0.0118 − 0.0119
profit ($/h) 1541.07 1541.07 1541.07

1 MATLAB fmincon (interior-point) requires less than 35 s on a 2.4 GHz quadcore Intel i3.
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is practically identical for this unstable optimum and the robust optima that result 
from (13) with asymptotic and exponential stability requirements (cf. Table 4). The 
cost of asymptotic as well as exponential stability with a prescribed decay rate of 
𝜎 = −1∕600 s−1 < 0 is therefore negligible.

The optimization yields optimal feed temperatures and mass flow rates that are 
very similar in all three cases, while the parameters defining the temperature con-
trol for the regenerator and riser differ. The normal vector constraint (13i) enforcing 
robust asymptotic and robust exponential stability with the prescribed decay rate is 
active in both cases with normal vector constraints. This is consistent with the opti-
mization without stability constraints resulting in an unstable steady state. Further-
more, the upper bounds on the catalyst circulation rate ( Fs ≤ 200 kg∕s ) and the gas 
oil feed ( FgR ≤ 30 kg∕s ) are active for all three optimal points, the unstable one that 
results from (6) and those from (13) with constraints for asymptotic and exponential 
stability. It is plausible that these two constraints are active. As the gas oil feed FgR 
determines the amount of available reactant, it immediately affects the productivity 
of the FCC. The heat energy from the regeneration reactions can be transferred to 
the riser only via hot catalyst. The catalyst circulation rate Fs therefore determines 
how much heat energy is available to power the endothermic cracking reactions.

The critical manifolds in the vicinity of the optimal points are shown in Figs. 5 
and 6. These plots have to be interpreted with care, since they involve projections 
and cuts of a higher-dimensional parameter space. Figure  5 shows the optima in 
the TReg,SP-Fair-plane. Both the critical boundary for asymptotic stability due to 
fold bifurcations and the critical boundary for exponential stability due to modified 
fold points are shown. The corresponding two optimal points are located close to 
each other, which is also obvious from the numerical values given in Table 4. The 
hyperspherical outer approximations of the uncertainty regions touch the respecitve 
critical manifold, which confirms the constraints for robust stability are active (i.e., 
inequality (13i) is active). It is evident that the region of parametric uncertainty is 
located on the desired side of the critical manifold in both cases.

Figure 6 shows the optima in the TgR-FgR-plane with the active upper bound on 
FgR and the critical manifolds. We stress that the critical manifolds and the hyper-
cubical uncertainty regions only apparently overlap, because the critical manifolds 
are shown as cuts located at the critical point �(c) , while the remaining features are 
shown as projections to the TgR-FgR-plane. Moreover, we stress that the upper bound-
ary on FgR (horizontal line with grey hatched area) and the lower and upper bounda-
ries on TgR (vertical lines with grey hatched areas) are shown such that a touching 
hypersphere corresponds to an active constraint. The upper bound on FgR , for exam-
ple, reads FgR,max = 30kg/s according to Table 2. The corresponding constraint reads

after overestimation with the Coke burning reaction rate coeicientf(n� = 5)-dimen-
sional uncertainty hypersphere introduced in Fig. 4 and (12). The bound FgR ≤ 34.47

kg/s is visualized in Fig. 6. We choose to visualize (15) in Figs. 5 and 6, because an 
active constraint corresponds to a tangential intersection of the uncertainty hyper-
sphere and a critical boundary for all boundaries in this case. If the actual constraint 

(15)FgR ≤ FgR,max +
√
n�ΔFgR = 30kg/s +

√
5 ⋅ 2kg/s = 34.47kg/s
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5  Optimal points in TReg,SP-Fair-plane. Optimum and uncertainty region for asymptotic (dashed) and 
exponential stability (solid). Contour lines are shown for parameters set to their values at the optimum 
with robust asymptotic stability. a Overview of TReg,SP-Fair-plane with optima and critical manifolds. 
The region marked by the dotted rectangle is enlarged in (b). b Enlargement of the region marked by the 
dotted rectangle in (a)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6  Optimal points in the TgR-FgR-plane. Optimum and uncertainty region for asymptotic stability 
(dashed) and exponential stability (solid). Contour lines are shown for parameters set to their values at 
the optimum with robust asymptotic stability. a Overview of TgR-FgR-plane with optima and critical man-
ifolds. The region marked by the dotted rectangle is enlarged in (b). b Enlargement of the region marked 
by the dotted rectangle in (a)
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was visualized instead of (15, a touching hypersphere would correspond to an active 
constraint for stability boundaries, while a touching of its center point would corre-
spond to an active feasibility constraint. We stress again this is only a matter of visu-
alization and the original bounds and the ones modified as in (15) are equivalent. The 
corresponding boundaries for TgR in Fig. 5 are obtained accordingly, which results in 
TgR ≤ 600K +

√
5 ⋅ 20K = 644.7K and TgR ≥ 300K −

√
5 ⋅ 20K = 255.3K.

We corroborate the robustness of the optima that result from (13) with simu-
lations. We select the optimum obtained with the normal vector constraints for 
exponential stability (right column in Table  4) for these illustrations. The cor-
responding results for the other robust optimum (center column in Table 4) are 
very similar and omitted for brevity. We pointed out earlier that the system model 
consists of stiff delay differential equations, because the riser dynamics are much 
faster than the regenerator dynamics. We use a toolbox tailored to the numeri-
cal integration of stiff delay differential equations for all simulations (Rackauckas 
and Nie 2017).

Figure 7 shows a simulation of riser and regenerator temperatures after a step dis-
turbance of the steady state. It is evident that the system is stable.

A time series of concentrations in the regenerator gas phase is shown in Fig. 8. 
The reduced regenerator temperature initially inhibits the burning of coke, which 
results in an immediate rise in y02 and an immediate drop in yCO2

 . The concentra-
tions then approach their new steady state values.

Figure 9 shows the first five seconds of the same simulation. The initial distur-
bance has an impact on the riser temperature with a time delay because the cool cat-
alyst from the regenerator has to pass a standpipe connecting regenerator and riser.

In Fig. 10, the concentrations yi are shown against the riser length at a steady 
state. It visualizes the intended productive reaction. The gas oil concentration yA 
drops as the gas oil is converted to gasoline, coke and light hydrocarbons, caus-
ing the concentrations yB , yC and yD to increase while traveling through the riser.

Fig. 7  Temperatures in the simulated FCC. The regenerator temperature is lowered by 10% to disturb the 
FCC at t = 0
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Finally, Fig.  11 illustrates the prescribed robustness has been achieved. 
The figure shows the time series for ten representative states, including those 
from Figs. 7 and 8 , with lower and upper bounds that correspond to the decay 
rate (14). It is evident that the bounds are respected.

Fig. 8  Simulation of gas phase in the regenerator after the same disturbance as in Fig. 7. The reduced 
temperature lowers the reaction rates, which causes the oxygen concentration (reactant) to rise and the 
carbon dioxide concentration (reaction product) to drop temporarily

Fig. 9  Temperatures in the simulated FCC. Only a short time span after the simulations start is shown. 
The delayed riser temperature drop is caused by the transport delay due to standpipes connecting regen-
erator and riser
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6  Conclusion

We showed the normal vector method for robust optimization of parametrically 
uncertain systems can be applied to stiff delay differential equations. The viabil-
ity of the method was demonstrated by applying it to an FCC model that consists 
of 95 differential equations with two delays and five uncertain parameters. The 
method was successfully used to ensure robust asymptotic stability and robust 
exponential stability with a prescribed disturbance rejection rate.

Fig. 10  Components yi in the riser at steady state. The concentration of gas oil yA drops as it is converted 
to gasoline, coke and light hydrocarbons as expected
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Fig. 11  Time series of ten representative states that result after the regenerator temperature is artificially 
lowered by 10  % to cause a disturbance at t = 0 . Solid lines mark trajectories, dashed lines mark the 
lower and upper bounds that result for the decay rate (14). TReg , yO2

 , yCO and yCO2
 are regenerator states. 

The remaining variables belong to segment l = 15 at the upper end of the spatially discretized riser
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Model parameters and constants

See Tables 5, 6 and 7.

Table 5  FCC model abbreviations and substitutions

Symbol Constant Expression Ref.

AReg Cross sectional area of regenerator
�(

dReg

2
)2 –

ARis Cross sectional area of riser �(
dRis

2
)2 –

k�,i Catalyst deactivation rate k0,� exp(E�∕(RTRis,i)) –

kAB,i Reaction rate A → B k0,AB exp(EAB∕(RTRis,i)) –

kAC,i Reaction rate A → C k0,AC exp(EAC∕(RTRis,i)) –

kAD,i Reaction rate A → D k0,AD exp(EAD∕(RTRis,i)) –

kBC,i Reaction rate B → C k0,BC exp(EBC∕(RTRis,i)) –

kBD,i Reaction rate B → D k0,BD exp(EBD∕(RTRis,i)) –

kC Coke burning reaction rate kC0 exp(−Ec∕(RTReg)) Morley and De 
Lasa (1987)

k′
C

Corrected stoichiometry of kC for CO kC ⋅ 1∕(� + 1) Ali and Rohani 
(1997)

k′′
C

Corrected stoichiometry of kC for CO2 kC ⋅ �∕(2� + 2) Ali and Rohani 
(1997)

k′′′
C

Corrected stoichiometry of kC for O2 kC ⋅ (� + 2)∕(2� + 2) Ali and Rohani 
(1997)

kCO CO Burning reaction rate kCO0 exp(ECO∕(RTReg)) Morley and De 
Lasa (1988)

k′
CO

Stoichiometric correction of kCO kCO ⋅ CO2 f
Ali and Rohani 

(1997)
TRis,0 Temperature at riser bottom FgR(cprG TgR−ΔHvap)+FsG cps TReg(t−�2)

FgR cprL+FsG cps

–

TTop Temperature of catalyst feed to regenerator TRis,L(t − �1) –
UReg Gas velocity in regenerator Fair∕(AReg�gG) –

Wcr Coke mass fraction at riser top yC,L(t − �1)FgR∕FsG –

�I Integration factor for stationary bubble 
phase PDE (concentrations)

AReg�dG(1−�bG)LReg kg

(UReg−Umf)AReg

–

�H Integration factor for stationary bubble 
phase PDE (temperature)

AReg(1−�bG)av hde LReg

(UReg−Umf)AReg�gGcpgG

–

� CO to CO2 ratio from coke burning 103.4 exp(−12.400 ⋅ 4.184∕(RTReg)) Arthur (1951)

�gR Density of riser gas phase FgR∕(URisARis) –

�y Flow coefficient for riser concentrations FgR∕(ARis �gR �gR URis) –

�T Flow coefficient for riser temperature FsGcps+FgRcprG

ARis(1−�gR)�gR URis

–
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Table 6  FCC model constants: Roman letters

Sym. Constant (numerical value) References

av Bubble-emulsion interface area per bed volume ( 0.08m−1) Shaikh et al. (2008), Table 4
c Heat conductivity hull ( 2.8 ⋅ 10−3 s−1) –
CO2 f

O2 concentration in air feed (21%) –
cpgG Heat capacity of regenerator gas ( 1.206 kg∕(kJK)) Ali and Rohani (1997), Table 3
cprG Heat capacity of riser gas (2.671 kJ/(kg K)) Ali et al. (1997), Table 3
cprL Heat capacity of riser liquids (3.299 kJ/(kg K)) Ali et al. (1997), Table 3
cps Catalyst heat capacity (1.15 kJ/(kg K)) Ali and Rohani (1997), Table 3
dReg Regenerator diameter (5.8 m) Ali et al. (1997), Table 1
dRis Riser diameter (0.5 m) Ali et al. (1997), Table 1
E� Activation energy catalyst deactivation (117.705 kJ/mol) –
EAB Activation energy A → B (68.2495 kJ/mol) Ali and Rohani (1997), Table 4
EAC Activation energy A → C (64.5750 kJ/mol) Ali and Rohani (1997), Table 4
EAD Activation energy A → D (89.2164 kJ/mol) Ali and Rohani (1997), Table 4
EBC Activation energy B → C (115.4580 kJ/mol) Ali and Rohani (1997), Table 4
EBD Activation energy B → D (52.7184 kJ/mol) Ali and Rohani (1997), Table 4
EC Coke burning activation energy (125 kJ/mol) Ali and Rohani (1997), Table 5
ECO CO burning activation energy (70.74 kJ/mol) Ali and Rohani (1997), Table 5
hde Bubble-emulsion heat transfer coefficient ( 2.34 kJ∕(m2 sK)) Shaikh et al. (2008), Table 4
k0,� Reaction rate coefficient catalyst deactivation 

( 8.3805 ⋅ 104s−1)
-

k0,AB Reaction rate coefficient A → B ( 221.61m3∕(kg s)) Ali and Rohani (1997), Table 4
k0,AC Reaction rate coefficient A → C ( 10.45m3∕(kg s)) Ali and Rohani (1997), Table 4
k0,AD Reaction rate coefficient A → D ( 1263.63m3∕(kg s)) Ali and Rohani (1997), Table 4
k0,BC Reaction rate coefficient B → C ( 2210.28 s−1) Ali and Rohani (1997), Table 4
k0,BD Reaction rate coefficient B → D ( 0.904 s−1) Ali and Rohani (1997), Table 4
kC0 Coke burning reaction rate coefficient ( 1.4 ⋅ 108m3∕(kmol s)) Ali and Rohani (1997), Table 5
kCO0 CO burning reaction rate coefficient 

( 247.75m4.5kmol0.5∕(s kg))
Ali and Rohani (1997), Table 5

kg Bubble-emulsion mass transfer coefficient ( 0.5 s−1) -
LReg Regenerator bed height (11 m) Ali et al. (1997), Table 1
LRis Riser height (30 m) –
MSG Catalyst hold-up in regenerator bed (50000 kg) Ali and Rohani (1997), Table 3
MWc Molar weight of carbon (12 kg/mol) -
R Universal gas constant ( 8.31445 ⋅ 10−3 kJ/(mol K)) –
Tout Ambient temperature (300 K) –
URis Gas velocity in riser (15 m/s) Zheng (1994)
Umf Minimum fluidization velocity (0.002 m/s) Kunii and Levenspiel (1991), p. 148
yA0 Gas oil concentration in feedstock (1) –
yB0 Gasoline concentration in feedstock (0) –
yC0 Coke concentration in feedstock (0) –
yD0 Light hydrocarbon concentration in feedstock (0) –
yCOf CO concentration in air feed scaled to CO2 f

 (0) –
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Table 6  (continued)

Sym. Constant (numerical value) References

yCO2 f
CO2 concentration in air feed scaled to CO2 f

 (0) –
yO2 f

O2 concentration in air feed relative scaled to CO2 f
 (1) –

Table 7  FCC model constants: greek etters

Sym. Constant (numerical value) Ref.

ΔHAB Reaction heat energy A → B ( −2930.881 kJ/kg) Ali et al. (1997), Table 3
ΔHAC Reaction heat energy A → C (23819.512 kJ/kg) Ali et al. (1997), Table 3
ΔHAD Reaction heat energy A → D ( −9740.352 kJ/kg) Ali et al. (1997), Table 3
ΔHBC Reaction heat energy B → C (22606.152 kJ/kg) Ali et al. (1997), Table 3
ΔHBD Reaction heat energy B → D ( −6769.712 kJ/kg) Ali et al. (1997), Table 3
ΔHRC Reaction heat from coke burning (25 kJ/mol) Han and Chung (2001b)
ΔHRCO Reaction heat from CO burning (180 kJ/mol) Han and Chung (2001b)
ΔHvap Vaporization energy of riser feedstock (156 kJ/kg) Ali et al. (1997), Table 3
�gR Gas volume fraction in riser (0.99) Zheng (1994)
�bG Bubble void fraction in regenerator bed (0.571) Shaikh et al. (2008), Table 4
�dG Emulsion void fraction in regenerator bed (0.420) Shaikh et al. (2008), Table 4
Φ0 Activity of regenerated catalyst at riser bottom (1) –
�b Bulk density of catalyst ( 970, kg∕m3) Ali et al. (1997), Table 3
�s Density of catalyst ( 1330 kg∕m3) Theologos and Markatos (1993)
�gG Gas phase density in regenerator ( 1.03, kg∕m3) Ali et al. 1997, Table 3
�1 Transport delay riser to regenerator ( 1.2 s) –
�2 Transport delay regenerator to riser ( 1 s) –

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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